
PRIVACY DECLARATION 

The purpose of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is to protect everyone against the abuse of personal 
information collected via the internet. We explain which personal data we will be using and give the reasons why it is 
necessary to save it. Also, we explain the rules and regulations we use. If there are any changes, they will be openly 
published on this page. 

What is the function of Meeuwenveen BV? 

Since 1992 Meeuwenveen BV facilitates group work in the field of awareness and inner development, in the most 
comprehensive sense of the words, by offering suitable accommodation to trainers, coaches, teachers and their 
students. For this Meeuwenveen BV must have access to those contact details that make it possible to legally 
validate invoices and conclude agreements. 

Meeuwenveen BV only stores contact details as long as they are needed for the above purpose and will always: 

• asks permission to use them if this permission is required. 
• will not pass them on to third parties unless required by law. 
• ensure that they are not used by third parties for purposes other than those agreed upon. 
• secure contact details, preventing unwanted access to them, even from those parties it is necessary to share them 

with. All our processor agreements (third party contracts) are specifically formulated for this purpose. For 
example: ICT Service Provider, website hosting, accountant, etc. 

• immediately warn the parties involved in suspected abuse. 
• adjust, remove or provide access to any contact details if requested by the person concerned. 

Website 

The website has a contact form for e-mailing. You are free to choose what you wish to fill out. Any completed data 
will remain in a secure environment and will not be accessible to any unauthorised persons. The website recognises 
technical measurement data such as IP addresses and also precisely which pages have been visited. However, these 
cannot be traced back to the website visitor. This privacy statement does not apply to websites that are linked to the 
website of Meeuwenveen BV. 

Complaints 

If you have a complaint about our working methods you can find the contact details on the website. If we are unable 
to find a suitable and satisfactory solution then you can contact the Dutch Data Protection Authority (Autoriteit 
Persoonsgegevens).

Training, workshops, courses, seminars, retreats and contemplation


